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About the "Couch to 5k" Program or Just a Plan to Get You Moving (Safely!)

Spring is here, we are beginning to spend more time outside and get more active. A lot of people I know
spend most of the winter months inside with a major decrease in activity levels and then as soon as the
weather warms up they head outside, jump head first back into activities and end up in a lot of pain. Doing
too much too quickly is the perfect storm for injuries.

The way I see it, April just beginning. That gives you eight weeks before we hit Memorial Day and summer
officially begins. Eight weeks is a great amount time if you are looking to make a change in your fitness
level without hurting yourself along the way.

I think a lot of people love the idea of safely getting in shape but don’t know where to start. This is where
the massive popularity of the “Couch to 5k Plan” comes into play. It’s simple, all you have to do is
download an app and they make you a handy schedule to follow and voila, you’re a runner! But does it
work and are there any concerns with it?

The couch to 5k plan is all about interval training. It involves a mix of walking and running which is smart
when getting started because it variety in effort forces your lungs and heart to adapt quicker than just a
constant pace run would. It also helps you to be able to go longer than if you were just expected to run
constantly, with walk breaks giving you time to recover.

One thing we would change about the couch to 5k plan is that it does not include any mobility or strength
training and that is key to avoiding injury. For beginners (or even experienced runners!) adding in some
simple lower body strength exercises like squats, lunges, and mobility stretching will both avoid injury and
make you a stronger runner. Cross training also is important to help balance different muscle groups and
prevent overuse injuries, but it can provide variety to prevent you from getting bored! Cycling, swimming,
going for a hike, yoga, even the elliptical machine at the gym can help you avoid burnout. Try for 3 short
cross training or strength training sessions a week, either on rest days or after a run, just don’t do them
before you go out and run.
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The only other thing we would change about the couch to 5k plan is the idea that repeating some weeks is
ok and in some cases, important. Beginner runners need time for both their bodies and minds to adapt to
running and if you are feeling like you aren’t ready to up your time quite yet, its ok to do that week over
again. Most likely this will decrease your chances of getting hurt and overall make it more enjoyable!

After going through all of this, I will say that running isn’t for everyone. If you use this plan to do a slower
paced jog or even a fast paced walk, that is great too! The goal is to safely grow in your fitness and
anything that is getting you moving is the goal! Be your biggest cheerleader and celebrate how far you’ve
come, there’s enough critics out there, you don’t have to be one too.

Here’s to an active, healthy spring and summer season!

- Dr Chris 

What Have You Been Watching? Lots of Good Stuff to Choose From!

Game Changers
We love talking health and nutrition with our patients. Last week a patient told us about a new film he’d
just watched about the benefits of a plant based diet, called “Game Changers.”
(https://gamechangersmovie.com) So we of course jumped on Netflix and gave it a watch and found it
very interesting, informative, and for lack of better word, inspirational. If you know us, we are not a big
meat eating household, but are definitely not only plant based. This movie has our household talking
about eating less animal based products and how our health could benefit. If you’ve watched it, let us
know what you think or if you have any other suggestions that we should be watching, we’d love to hear it!
___________________

A Look At What's On Our Shelf Right Now
Just wanted to give y'all a peek at what we currently have in stock right now - from topical CBD pain
relieving creams, ointments and spray, to the tincture as well. We also have collagen in stock right now (if
you read our last newsletter you know how much we love this brand!) AND we even have Thieves cleaner
concentrate. Give us a call to make sure we have it in stock before you come in (if you prefer!) or ask
when you are in for your adjustment. Or if you ever need us to order you anything - we are happy to do so
as well!
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